
Company name Sector Company description Business goal in Slovenia

1 Bodybuilding store kft

Agricultural and food 

industry

Introducing of BLADE SPORT Nutrition  Designing BLADE SPORT products, our 

purpose was to develop a premium quality product range from food   

supplements, which are prominent of rival manufacturers. We have a lot of 

experience in the market of   supplements, that’s why we made our own 

brand. Our developers are doctors, food engineers and athletes.   We seek to 

plan our products content and active substances to create an upper-category 

food supplementary   product line. We started own brand 9 month ago and we 

have 9 products now: proteins (whey, beef, rice),   bcaa, glutamine, creatine, c-

vitamin, pre-workout. We are continuously improve our product line and we 

are   planning to make several new supplements to make our customer 

satisfied.

We would like to meet with the 

following company: Protein Si, E: 

info@proteini.si, www.proteini.si

2 Kunság-Szesz Szeszipari Zrt.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Kunság-Szesz Szeszipari Zrt. has a past of almost 20 years. It was established in 

1994 as a family enterprise, and by now it has become one of the biggest 

distilling plants in Hungary (in Kiskőrös). Our company produces and sells 

different types of pálinka (brandy), average alcoholic beverages produced with 

a cold technology, carbonated soft drinks and mineral water. The field of our 

premium category products includes the Mátyás group involving Mátyás 

Keserű (bitter) and Mátyás pálinkas. Since 2012 our Mátyás Keserű has had the 

brand “Excellent Hungarian Food Product”. At our site in Kiskőrös in 2013 a 

high-capacity pálinka distillery – equipped with state-of-the-art technology – 

was completed. Spirit

3 Lavina Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

The Lavina Ltd., after founding in 1991, has grown to become a dominant 

player in the bakery market of Trans-Danubian region. We provide central 

warehouses and stores of the major food chains equally, as well as 

convenience stores of consumer cooperatives and private traders. The bakery 

business of Lavina Ltd. is divided into three main parts: Fresh bakery products; 

Durable packaged bakery products and Pre-baked, frozen protective 

atmosphere packaged products. Our business philosophy’s part is the 

continuous innovation, which has aimed of special needs bakery products 

development too. Baking industry, Food trade



4 Merian Foods Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Merian Foods Élelmiszeripari Kft. is one of the main producers of processed 

poultry products such as canned food especially „Foie gras goose” and „Foie 

gras duck” in Hungary. The Company has been presented in the Hungarian food 

industry for more than a hundred years. Chopped goods have been produced 

from the beginning of 1960's, first among food producers. First halls of the 

tinned food factory were built in 1968. Our products can be found in more 

than 30 countries of the world. Élelmiszeripar

5 Pölöskei Italgyártó Ltd

Agricultural and food 

industry

The famous Pölöskei Italgyártó Ltd. has been committed to manufacturing 

drinks of high quality since 2006. Our company is a leading fruit syrup and soft 

drink producer with a famous brand as Pölöskei. We are supplying the 

commercial chains with syrups, fruit juices, iced teas, lemon juices, energy 

drinks, licensed products and developing more than 80 of private label 

products. The company has got wide distribution network with own logistics, 

high technologised production plant and wide assortment (of more than 300) 

of products. We have huge experience and success entering new markets with 

our experienced team. With our export activities presenting our delicious 

products several countries in the EU. Our key of success being always oriented 

to the future and innovations. 

Technological innovating, private 

label manufacturing

6 Restart Europa Ltd

Agricultural and food 

industry

We produce functional beverage: Restart Pure Energy drink (no taurine, no 

coffeine), Restart Revitalizer Drink; Also we produce premium mineral water 

with high (80%) oxigen. 

We are looking for partners, to be 

distributors. 

7 Deer farm Limited

Agricultural and food 

industry

Agricultural products and live animal export (Bovine, porcine, sheep, deer, 

boar).

We would like to export/import 

live animals.

8 Capriovus Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Capriovus Ltd was founded in 1991 and by the years it became Hungary’s 

market leading company in egg processing. Our main activity is the egg 

processing, manufacturing of egg products, egg packing, and the recycling of 

the by-products which spring up during the processing. In our plants we 

produce different pasteurized liquid eggs, egg powder, hard-boiled peeled 

eggs, cooked egg bar and disinfected shell fresh eggs. We guarantee the quality 

of the products with the constant development of the technological 

background and with suitable quality-insurance systems. In 1998 we acquired 

the ISO 9002 and in 2002 the ISO 9001quality-insurance and the integrated 

HACCP systems. The systems follow the changes of the standards properly, 

which is controlled and confirmed by the certification organisation.

Selling different egg products like 

egg powder, liquid egg, boileg egg 

bars, cottage cheese made of egg 

white.



9 TRANSMISSIÓ Business Conulting, Trading and Manufacturing Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

TRANSMISSIÓ Kft. has been producing grape seed micro-powder and grape 

seed oil under the brand name VINISEERA  since 2009. Thanks to the unique, 

patented micro-grinding technology we can obtain a particle size of 10 microns 

resulting in a nearly 100 % absorption of the micro-powder in the human body. 

The basic product (150 or 250 g) has an average polyphenol content of 3000 

mg/ 100 g, while the mixture of grape seed and grape skin (150 g) contains 

4500 mg polyphenol / 100 g. Other products with grape seed powder include: 

pasta, chocolate, animal feed. The oil (250 ml) is gently pressed using cold-

press technology by which it preserves its high vitamine E and polyunsaturated 

fatty acid content.  Distributors Wanted

10 Csabataj Co.

Agricultural and food 

industry

The Csabatáj Ltd. provides services and commercial activities in the agriculture. 

Our company is working on about 2100 hectares of land and has more than 

one hundred employees. We grow wheat, barley, maize, sunflower, pea seeds, 

oats and alfalfa and produce animal feed too. We have 150 thousand laying 

hens for eggs with 40 million eggs/year production on our farm. Additionally 

we produce fermented poultry manure for sale for gardening and soil 

improvement.

We look for distributors, 

wholesalers or end-users for our 

for our agricultural products and 

fermented poultry manure.

11 HUNGAROTEJ Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

The HUNGAROTEJ cheese factory is located in Kunszentmarton, Central 

Hungary. St.Martoni is the brand of our products. The product portfolio 

includes cream cheese, semi hard cheese, smoked kashkaval cheese-rolls with 

different flavours and BBQ or grill cheese and yoghurt with different flavours 

without preservatives. You can find our product structure on our website 

www.stmartoni.eu . Exporting to wholesalers.



12 Funkció Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

The DARNÓ-HÚS factory was established in 1995 as a part of the family 

company named Funkció Ltd. (1991) producing traditional products with local 

tastes which are denominated after the name of the village (Trademark).  

Traditional recipes were collected from the villages and supported by butchers 

of the region. Finally the experiences and traditions were combined with the 

opportunities given by modern technologies. Sausages: made from high quality 

raw material with beautiful taste harmony due to the traditional Hungarian 

basic spices like paprika, pepper, garlic and cumin),  preserved with smoke 

generated from beech and maturated for many days. Wursts: made from pork 

offal and jowl bacon spiced with traditional Hungarian basic spices and finally 

gently cooked together with bread and rice. That is recommended to offer it 

both cold and baked way. Oven sausages, frankfurters:  nothing special just 

simply great! Made from small cut pork meet, salt, pepper, garlic and cumin 

powder, sweet and hot paprika. The secret is the ration of ingredient! 

Frankfurter: it is very popular, made from pork and beef with harmonic spices. 

The presence of beef gives a very nice crunchy characteristic to the product. 9 

Darnó-Hús products won Hungarian Product Award. Trading meat and meat products.

13 Onex-1 Kft Agricultural and food mushroom mushroom cooperation

14 Panyolai Szilvórium cPlc

Agricultural and food 

industry Premium Distiled Spirit Producting

Hungarian fruit brandy (Palinka) 

distributing and manufacturing

15 NORBAL KFT.

Agricultural and food 

industry

OUR COMPANY WAS FOUNDED IN 2007 TO BAKE AND SELL CAKES AND 

PASTRIES. FOOD INDUSTRY, COMMERCE

16 SILA Ltd

Agricultural and food 

industry

Our company was established at the end of 1960 and basically engaged in 

manufacturing of different type of chains.We currently have our own 

galvanization system for the following coatings: Zn, Ni, Cr, Cu and Brass.The 

company is 100% privately owned by domestic idents. Our main products are 

different kind of chains (welded, victory, clock, twisted link curb chains etc.), 

with assambling and packing based on customers requirements, and plastic 

products since 1996, like oval buckets and even plastic chains.Besides, we also 

produce equipment for pets (necklaces, cages etc.).Our new products are 

polypropylene or PP-tex ropes (in different sizes, colour and package).We have 

following certificates: ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001.

We are looking for new partners 

for present product range and new 

projekts too. It means new product 

or to be subcontractor in a bigger 

projekt, as we have free capacities, 

equipment for metal processing 

and plastic injection, galvanization 

and human resources.



17 Bonaventura Gold Ltd

Agricultural and food 

industry

Our company is specialized for bottling mineral water and processing mineral 

water based products. Our flagship product is the brilliant fresh tasting Primus 

mineral water from the Carpathian basin, rich in minerals.  The water gushes 

from the 452 meter deep karst, created 200 million years ago during the trias 

ages. This untouched, extra ordinary good quality of water contains valuable 

minerals as calcium, magnesium, hydrogen carbonates, sulphates.Being unique 

is insured by the silicon hydroxide content which is the pledge of eternal youth 

stated by scientists. The water is bottled for our customers as it was saved by 

the nature, without any water treatment. The Primus mineral water is slightly 

alkaline natural and neutral. 

More and more people of the 

world are taking into consideration 

the importance of health-conscious 

nutrition generating more and 

more demand of natural mineral 

water. The quality, chemical 

content, and the package of Primus 

mineral water in positioning the 

product in the premium category. 

We are seeking importers and 

whole sale distributors interested 

in this category of mineral water 

18 Eszat Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Eszat Kft. is the biggest hungarian owned AJC producer concerning the volume 

of production in Hungary. Our history goes back for more than 20 years.   Eszat 

is located in the east part of Hungary where the largest apple orchards can be 

found in the country. We process only apple, producing apple juice 

concentrate, apple aroma and dried pomace.    Our technology is up-to-date, 

and our philosophy is always committed to Quality.  We deliver the AJC in road 

tanks mainly, but we are able to fill in plastic and metal drums (not aseptic) 

also. Our name sounds good among many German and European soft drink 

producers and big juice traders which achieved by a hard and long work during 

the last 20 years.   Eszat is member of SGF/IRMA and has an ISO 9001:2008 and 

HACCP certificate. Please visit our home page at www.eszat.eu and you can get 

more information about the factory. Soft drink producers.

19 Áber Kft

Agricultural and food 

industry Grain handling technology

We look for dylers to sell  

graindryer



20 Agrotechfood Plc.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Agrotechfood Agricultural and Food Industrial Innovation Plc.  In the autumn of 

2013 the company made it an objective to support innovative and/or high-

quality Hungarian products, technologies and services in the agricultural and 

food industrial sector, and by providing a unique form of incubation in Hungary 

it will promote these by capital, business development and product 

development services and market entry opportunities. Thus we will enable our 

customers to reach those services through us that may be necessary to create 

a successful implemented project from the initial idea.  As part of that, we 

make an effort      to explore export-proof, innovative Hungarian products, 

technologies and services,     to promote market-oriented research-

development activities in the agricultural and food industrial sector, then     to 

contribute to the exploitation of the outcome of these activities.  We believe 

that by this activity we can contribute to assuring the excellent quality of 

agricultural raw materials serving the domestic food industry. Thanks to the 

promoted innovative technologies, the processing of these raw materials in 

Hungary is becoming profitable to an increasing extent, and thanks to the 

domestic and international partners we can increase the export of the 

resultant food industrial products with Hungarian added value.

Agricultural and food related R&D, 

Agricultural IT solutions (export, 

common projects), export of 

Hungarian premium quality food

21 Biopont Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Biopont Ltd. is the leading producer and distributor of organic and healthy 

products in Hungary.  Since more than 18 years our mission is to contribute to 

health-conscious eating by offering to our consumers more than 250 organic 

and natural products. Our organic  food products are including: extruded 

(millet, rice, spelt, wheat germ) snack products, waffles, puffed rice and spelt 

slices, flours and grains, packaged raw materials and spices, sunflower oil, 

margarine, snacks for kids. 

Biopont products are supplied to nearly all supermarket chains, organic food 

shops and drugstores on the domestic market.

Our production activity is meeting the IFS requirements at Higher Level.  

Food, organic food.



22 Magyar Gomba Kertész Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

 Everything about mushrooms!    COMPOSTING: •One fo the leader III. phase 

  compost farms in Central Europe •Own spawn plant •Producing substrats for 

 champignons, pleurotus and exo]cs.  FRESH MUSHROOM: •Korona is a 

 significant grower with its 42 000 m2 growing facili]es •Expor]ng fresh 

 mushrooms to a number of countries in Europe.  CANNED MUSHROOM: •The 

preserving division can process 4 tons of fresh mushroom per hour to reach 

 people with its canned products all over the world.  EXOTICS: •Exo]c 

mushrooms with their favourable physiological effect, are getting more and 

 more popular. •In our assortment you can find Eryngii, Shiitake, Pleurotus and 

Shimejii.

Producing and trading of fresh and 

canned mushroom

23 Dezső Szomor

Agricultural and food 

industry Növénytermesztés, állattenyésztés, hústermék feldolgozás

Meat products sales market 

expansion

24 Tisza-TK project Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Production of corn starch, corn sweeteners, pharma grade alcohol, corn germ, 

corn gluten and corn gluten feed Sales of our products

25 ZFW Hortiservice Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

We are distributor company of professional vegetable seeds. We are 

distributing innovative, bio certified (Hungária Biokontroll Kft.) input materials 

and complex technology (Aminoret, registred trade mark) in horticultural area 

as well.  We are aproducing company of fresh and processed ecological 

vegetables.

We intend to find partners on the 

area we work on.

26 Ádám és Társa Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

The Ádám és Társa Ltd. was established in 1990, the main activity of the 

company is the trade of agricultural machines, equipments and development 

whole technology regarding process forage.  The main aim of the company is 

to produce, harvest, conserve, store, sale in inland and export to abroad 

qualitative alfalfa forage.  Among our developments we can refer to the hot air 

grain drying, like the alfalfa pellet and cube, baled dehydrated alfalfa hay or 

alfalfa hay, pellets from other products and bales.  The next step of the 

innovation is to harvest the forage, to process, adapt and continually develop 

the tools and technology. As a result of this today high performance, up-to-

date and qualitative versions are available.  The mowers, tedders, hay rakes, 

conditioners, balers, bale-wrappers, bale dryers, and grain bagging technology 

can facilitate to achieve the extra quality. At the same time we offer the most 

innovative trailed and self-propelled mixing and chopping feeder wagons, 

desilaging machines, straw-cutting machines/shredders, bale cutters, and bale 

cutters-feeders for livestock farming.

the innovation is to harvest the 

forage, to process, adapt and 

continually develop the tools and 

technology



27 HUNGAROWOOL KFT

Agricultural and food 

industry

The main activities of the company are trading and processing wool, getting 

wool prepared for export markets. Besides these, we also deal with the trading 

of other agricultural products (for example: crops, wheat, barley, sunflower 

seed etc.) livestock (e.g.: sheep, cow) and trading of other food industrial 

products. 

Trade of agricultural products, food 

industrial products and textile 

industrial products

28 Drachma Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Cosmetics and food supplements products trading and innovative premium 

level products development and contracted production.           

Trading, development, co-

financing, co-production

29 ERU Ltd

Agricultural and food 

industry

ERU Ltd. is one of the leading processed cheese companies in Hungary with a 

significant export towards neighbouring countries, partners in the EU and 

overseas. Most of the brands distributed in Hungary are traditional and well 

known ones like Camping, but besides these, ERU Ltd. also deals with Private 

Label products. export-import od dairy products 

30 Mollich Group LTD.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Mollich Group Ltd. was established in 2013 with the aim to further the export 

of Hungarian agricultural produce. David Lichner and Gabor Molnar, founders 

and managers of the firm have several year's experience in the field of 

exporting live cattle, hence it is that they pooled their experiences in Mollich 

Group Ltd. During the last year we have entered into partnership agreement 

with respect to exporting live cattle, viz. M: G. Mega Global Ltd. (Hungary). And 

with M.G. Mega Global Group Ltd. (Hungary).  In conjunction with the above 

two companies we are now suppliers to the following: Meat and Fish 

Institution (Turkey), Sahbazlar A. S.(Turkey), McDonald’s (Turkey), Eres E.T. 

(Turkey). Migros Market (Turkey), Hijazi and Ghosheh (Jordan),

Agriculture,Live 

Cattle,Meet,Vegetable,Fruit

31 Kőröstej Ltd.

Agricultural and food 

industry

Cheese first! Kőröstej Group is the leading Hungarian cheese producer, with 4 

plants countrywide. 70% of the production goes to export markets, with a 

Middle East focus. Our main products are Kashkaval, Halloumi, Smoked 

Cheese, Ricotta, White Cheese, Processed Cheese, Grill Cheese, Soft Cheese, 

Labneh Yogurt Cheese, Labneh Balls in Oil, Chilal and other kinds of popular 

semi hard cheese, exported to 40 countries on 5 continents. With a focus on 

premium quality, Kőröstej Group is one of the biggest Kashkaval & Chilal 

Cheese producers in the world. Our HAJDÚ Cheese brand is market leader in 

several countries in many cheese categories. Sales of cheese products.



32 Lavylites Hungary Ltd. Chemical industry

1. We produce cosmetic products with nanotechnology.  

2. Real estate sell, buy, renovated property or renting  in Hungary 

3. We produce unique and unified Waxed linen tablecloths. 

4. products: 

- Dietery supplements: Royal Jelly - Fresh (Normal & Organic), Propolisz drops 

- Superfoods: Bee pollen, Bee bread, Goji berry juice (Organic), Spirulina alga 

tablets (Organic), Chlorella alga tablets (Organic)

1. I am looking for Slovenia 

Business Partner, who want to buy 

and sell our cosmetic products via 

our network marketing platform . 

2. I am looking for Slovenia 

Business Partner or citizens, who 

want to buy or sale hungarian real 

estate. We can also renovated 

property or renting our realestate. 

We have got 21.000 real estate.  3. 

I am looking for Slovenia 

companys, whose want to buy our 

unique and unified Waxed linen 

tablecloths. 4. I am looking for 

Slovenian business partners, who 

wants to buy our products: 

wholesalers, retailers, organic 

stores 

33 SZAKÁCS CHEMICAL-METAL LTD. Chemical industry

Our activities include proper material supply to companies in galvanic industry, 

metal processing, household chemicals industry and food industry, scrap metal 

utilization as well as export-import activities in Hungary and Slovakia. Our 

experts in chemistry and electrical engineering provide comprehensive 

consulting service to our clients concerning safe, economical and 

environmental-friendly usage and treatment of chemicals. Our motto is 

expertise, quality and promt delivery. Our products: Metal industry: zinc, 

nickel, copper, tin and silver galvanic anodes Zinc blocks for fire galvanization 

Titanum baskets and anode holders Copper electrodes of high cleanliness for 

spark cutting Semi-finished products, pipes, plates, blocks from non-ferrous 

metal Buying up copper, zinc, nickel, aluminium and iron scraps, export-import. 

Chemical industry: Galvanic chemicals: hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, sulphuric 

acid, sodium-hydroxide, potassium hydroxide, perchloroethylene, sodium 

dithionite, potassium chloride, oxal acid etc. Additives and preservatives in 

food industry: citric acid, benzoic acid, sodium benzoate.

Chemicals and metals (mainly 

ferrous and rare metals) export-

import food. Featured: Purchased 

zinc sheets to compensate 

Hungarian export products.



34 Nógrádi Chemical Ltd Chemical industry

Production of paint thinners and other organic solvents (e.g. alcohols, esthers, 

ketones), production of chemicals for automotive field (e.g. windscreen 

washes, antifreeze), production of thinners and paint for flexoprinting. 

Collection and recycling of pharmaceutical solvent waste. Sales and 

distribution of our products directly and though wholesalers

Collection and recycling of pharma 

solvent waste (e.g. from Krka), 

sales of our thinners, solvents and 

auto chemicals through Slovenian 

distributors.

35 New Image Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

Active plus energy-efficient building system market development, 

organization, implementation of construction projects - especially in hotels, 

medical wellness elements - private clinics, architectural design, interior design 

trade.

Active plus energy-efficient 

building system market 

development, organization of 

construction projects, 

megvalósítása- Especially hotels, 

medical wellness elements, private 

clinics. architectural design, interior 

design trade.

36 DTRT Enviropment and Water Management Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

Our specialized company, the DTRT. Kft. was founded in 2007. The 

professionals working for our company have almost two decades of 

professional experience in the fields of civil engineering and structural 

architecture. Our company is engaged in the construction of reservoirs, 

structures and embankments, as well as urban drainage operations. In the past 

decade, we have actively participated in the protection against floods and 

internal water: our employees responded to the challenge posed by the 

protective works against the floods hitting North Hungary in 2000, and also 

contributed to the subsequent reconstruction efforts. We have gained 

experience in the construction of sewage plants and various re-cultivation 

works. Our company also performs executive, implementation, project 

management and design tasks. Our first assignments included the renovation 

of structures belonging to old water reservoirs, specialized concreting 

associated with the construction of new sewage plants, as well as construction 

and renovation works for drinking water bases. We also participated in the 

construction and renovation of water reservoirs, storm storage basins and 

dams, as well as the company also performed numerous urban drainage 

operations for industrial sites. The strength of our professionals was first 

tested by nature in 2000 during the floods of the Tisza, where our employees 

were engaged in the reinforcement of embankments, heightening of dams, 

construction of joisted supports and water pumping. The same tasks were 

repeated in 2010 during the floods hitting North Hungary and the Tisza region.

civil engineering and structural 

architecture project construction; 

urban pipeline construction; the 

reinforcement of embankments; 

heightening of dams



37 NGBS HUNGARY LTD

Construction and 

engineering services

The main scope of activity of NGBS Hungary Kft. focusses on sustainable, low 

energy consumption, and modern building engineering solutions. Our main 

business line includes low-temperature, surfacel heating-cooling systems, i.e. 

the dimensioning, designing and distributing of floors, walls or ceilings. We 

analyse sustainability, energy saving and investment return time in a system 

aspect approach in order to offer a solution of the best price/ value ratio. Our 

systems fully comply with the Green Building (LEED, BREEAM, DGNB) 

qualifications.

Property development, Healthcare 

investment, Residential and non 

residential investment,

38 Euromarknet Kft.

Construction and 

engineering services

The IsoShell building system is the representative of the so-called ICF (Insulated 

Concrete Form) building technology. This is a cost effective and energy saving 

technology, allows a faster and more precise construction, provides a solid and 

durable structure. Our buildings have perfect thermal insulation, and their 

energy consumption is very low. The buildings built with IsoShell system have a 

low to zero energy consumption due to their internal and external thermal 

insulation, and can be easily turn into a passive house. The houses built with 

IsoShell system are more than 5 times stronger than the buildings of 

conventional structures.

We are looking for partners 

(distributors, developers and 

builders) in building industry.

39 KOZTI Architects and Engineers

Construction and 

engineering services

Architectural concept design, building permit design and construction design 

for public buildings, (hospitals,hotels, theaters, football stadiums, sportshalls, 

heritagereconstructions, office buildings, airports, kindergartens, schools, 

universities, shopping halls) for residential buildings and for industrial 

buildings.

Architectural comcept design for 

public buildings, residential 

buildings and industrial buildings.

40 FabroStone

Construction and 

engineering services

Foreign and interior wall coverings, tiles and garden furniture products we 

produce concrete and plaster, Hungary, we are market leader in this area, Rias 

range of shapes and colors .. In addition, we produce concrete roof tiles, 

excellent quality, nanotechnology alkamazásával

In Slovenia, we are looking for sales 

partners



41 AQUAPLUS Well Drilling, Construction and Thermal Energy Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

AQUAPLUS Well Drilling, Construction and Thermal Energy Ltd. was established 

on the 15th of September, 1989. SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES: Operating public water 

utilities and sewage networks under concession contracts; Designing, 

executing and operating water supply systems for companies or enterprises 

built on their own water source; Exploring and exploiting geothermal energy 

and constructing facilities to utilize it in order to replace conventional energy 

supplies; Designing, constructing and operating thermal-water-based spa 

centers for leisure and medical purposes; Designing, constructing and 

operating hotels and camping sites; Designing, drilling, and repairing deep-

drilled wells of potable and thermal water with performance guarantee; 

Participating in target programs on research, development, and protection of 

potable water bases; Designing and executing water treatment equipment

well drilling, waterworks 

construction, high building 

construction

42 Geomárvány Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services natural stone and concrete grinding and polishing

natural stone flooring renovation 

and concrete flooring grinding with 

super shine technology

43 VÍZKÖRTERV Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

VÍZKÖRTERV, established in 1997, has successfully combined the benefits of 

many years of experience and engineering tradition with a constant self-

renewal ability and adaptation to changing markets in the past two decades. 

Our references span the field of complex transport facilities, complete road, 

railway and traffic engineering design as well as utilities design, including 

 water, sewer and environmental engineering. •infrastructure development 

 projects (BIM, Smart City solu]ons, value engineering) •transport network 

 design (road, railway, urban planning) •water and environmental engineering 

  •u]li]es (drinking water, sewage) •visualisa]on (3D models, videos)

infrastructure development 

(transportation, utilities) projects 

(as designer or BIM consultant), 

Smart City projects



44 Universal 89 LTD

Construction and 

engineering services

Manufacturing of steel structures and steel structure halls. Letting out and 

utilizing of our own industrial property with 25.000 m2 area with 4.000 m2 

manufacturing buildings near Budapest.

We are looking for cooperation 

partners with whom we could 

utilize our own industrial property 

near Budapest. The area of the 

property is 25.000 m2 with 4.000 

m2 manufacturing buildings. The 

form of the cooperation can be 

letting out our property, 

manufacturing of a given product, 

establishing a common company, 

doing a common activity on the 

property, logistic, warehousing, 

realizing of renewable energy 

projects



45 Aquaprofit Engineering, Consulting and Investment Company

Construction and 

engineering services

Aquaprofit Engineering, Consulting and Investment Company is a Hungarian 

SME, based in Budapest, Hungary and with branch offices in Romania, Brussels, 

China and Peru. Due to its excellent staff composition made up of water 

engineers, hydrologists, hydrogeologists, geologists, landscape architects, 

environmental and civil engineers, economists, Aquaprofit Co. is a well-

regarded company in the environmental and water sector in Hungary. 

Aquaprofit Co. is market leader in drinking water treatment improvement in 

Hungary. Aquaprofit Co. is offering an extensive range of highly specialised 

services, including engineering, planning, design and implementation, as well 

as construction. Moreover, it has substantial experience in developing, 

managing and assisting international collaborative projects (EuropeAid, IPA, 

PHARE CBC, CIP-IEE, FP7, LIFE+, GEF, etc.).

Aquaprofit Co. is interested in EU 

funded call for proposals and 

tenders in the following topics:  

Drinking, ground- and waste water 

projects Environmental projects 

Tourism and regional development 

Integrated projects Geothermal 

energy, energy efficiency or 

biomass EU - China cooperative 

projects Aquaprofit brings an 

important added value to the 

projects in different areas:  

Research: thanks to a number of 

research projects, as well as an 

extensive network of researchers 

and collaborations with several 

Hungarian Universities. 

Dissemination of project results 

Pilot testing through its established 

links to Hungarian national and 

local governments, clusters of state 

owned companies as well as 

private enterprises and engineering 

companies; Demonstration: due to 

our 20 years' experience, our 

extended client base and close 

relations with several water 

bottling plants, spas, waterworks, 

46 Far-Wo Trading Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services Trading, building industry

We would like to build new trade 

relationships.



47 Humanex-TECH Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

Humanex-TECH Ltd. has been being a worldwide project supplier since 2001. 

Our goals are to be fast, flexible and reliable to achieve ourcustomers’ 

satisfaction. Our main scopes of supply are: INDUSTRIAL PIPELINE SYSTEMS & 

EQUIPMENT: Seamless and welded  CS and SS steel pipes for oil, gas, energy, 

sewage, petrochemical etc. application with internal linings and external 

coatings, CS and SS  fittings, flanges, expansion joints, insulation joints/flanges,   

Corrosion protection shrinking sleeves, tapes & hoses  and cold 1-tape& 2-tape 

systems acc. to DIN 30672. Wide range of ON-OFF and regulation valves, 

manual actuated or with differend kind of actuators: ball valves, gate valves, 

butterfly valves, globe valves, check valves etc.  DN15-DN1500. ECOLOGY: 

Supply of communal/industrial WasteWater Threatment Plants (WWTP) based 

on active sludge technology. Main features:  continuous technology process, 

low investment costs, flexible working process (at capacity 20-100%), low 

exploration costs, simple and reliable  regulation of the plant. Design-R/D-

manufacturing of technology equipment-installation-commissioning-after 

sales services.

We are looking for a partners as 

investorsrs, general construction 

companies, pipeline @ technology 

line construction  companies etc. 

interested in purchasing of our 

product range. We are interested in 

a closer co-operation with a 

Slovenian companies interested to 

come onto the Hunarian market.

48 BERNATH-SHUTTER LTD

Construction and 

engineering services

WE ARE FAMILY OWNED CONSTRUCTION COMPANY SPECIALISING IN 

WINDOWS, DOORS AND SHUTTERS SINCE YEAR 2000. WE ARE ALSO THE 

EXECUTIVE DEALER FOR A HUNGAIRIAN DOOR PRODUCING COMPANY IN 

WESTERN EUROPE. WE HOPE TO INTRODUCE OUR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 

TO NEW MARKETS.

WE ARE SEARCHING FOR 

DISTRIBUTORS, INTERIOR 

DESIGNER OR BILDERS MAINLY IN 

THE NEIGHBOURING COUNTRIES 

OF HUNGARY WITH WHOM WE 

CAN COOPERATE LONG-TERM.

49 Moodio Ltd.

Construction and 

engineering services

Our company designs, manufactures, installs and distributes container homes 

and sanitary containers. The shareholders of the company come from the real 

estate development and construction industries, namely Mr Tibor Nagygyörgy, 

founder and owner of Biggeorge’s Holding and the managing director of the 

company, Mr László Ács, who has been active in the construction industry, in 

technology area for 22 years. We believe in the development of container 

architecture and the integration of container houses into traditional 

architectural solutions. Our products may be sold and installed to almost any 

location of the world as temporary (e.g. for housing migrants) as well as long 

term solution, even in exclusive quality.

Manufacturing and installation of 

container buildings



50 Vietnam-network Ltd. Consultation and services

The company deals with real estate and are licensed brokers also providing 

banking and financial services.    We have a wide field of expertise within the 

financial sector including, accounting, taxation and auditing.

 •Real estate investment, 

 •Agricultural investment,  

 •industrial constru]on

51 Mac-Line Hungary Ltd. Consultation and services

Mac-Line Hungary Ltd. is an exhibition organizer company, our main working 

area is attracting Hungarian companies willing to attend international 

exhibitions held all over the world, with special focus on Balkan region. Cooperation in economic events

52 Wallis Asset Management Zrt. Consultation and services - -

53 Hungarien Chamber of Commercee and Industry Hungary-Sloveni CommiteeConsultation and services Magyar vállalkozások szlovén piacra jutása, információszolgáltatás Gazdaságfejlesztési együttműködés

54 Slovene-Hungarian Business Association Consultation and services

The Slovene-Hungarian Business Association helps the development of Slovene 

and Hungarian business cooperation. We offer our members partner 

searching, business meeting organization, interpreting, legal and accounting 

information. Every sectors

55 EuCham Nonprofit Ltd. Consultation and services

EuCham is an independent, non-governmental, privately-organised institution 

representing the interest of national and international companies doing 

business in Europe, improving the business environment they are active in.

organizations, chambers, 

education, trainings

56 EastEuroCo Executive Search group Consultation and services

Search and selection of managers and key individulas in the CEE region 

including Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania.

supporting them with search in 

their crossboarder expansion in 

Central and EASTERN EUROPE

57 JET-VILL LTD Electronics industry

Underground energy distribution-telecom-street lighting-public lighting-optical 

cable solution cabinets, underground energy points, underground transformer 

stations.

Looking for underground 

transformer station distributor.

58 Keramix Lighting Electronics industry

Manufacturing customised  LED panels for lighting, and advertiseing, lifespan 

testing for lumminiaries, SMT placement (from the next year)

looking for distrubutor for our LED 

panels, and looking for electronic 

companies which are out source 

the SMT process

59 ua Energy sector Commercial Energie



60 GASOKOL Ltd. Energy sector

Gasokol’s profile is to develop and produce high performance solar technic 

equipment. We provide high quality solutions for businesses and private 

individuals.  What we can offer is Western European quality standards and 

know how. Our products are made in Austria according to highest European 

quality requirements.

We have several decades of professional experience in the field of designing 

and building custom built solar systems. Our colleagues are professional 

experts who are continually trained to the cutting edge technology in solar 

systems. Thus we can guaranty that our partners will get state of the art 

products and systems.

Our solutions for:

1. Hot water production.

2. Support of heating systems.

3. Heating of swimming pools.

4. Cooling houses and public buildings.

5. Complete systems for large block of flats, even with hundreds of flats.

angol 

61 WOODTECH Innovations Ltd. Energy sector

WOODTECH Innovations Ltd. is a start-up company in Hungary. Our mission is 

decentralized energy production, mainly on wood base. We are developing 

energetic supply systems and a mobile heating container. At our 

demonstration area in Sopron is located a 15 kW photovoltaic-system, this is 

an official demo-plant for the University of West Hungary also.

We would like cooperation in 

bioenergetics (wood-based), by 

focus of logistics and supply 

management (from plantation to 

power-station, Poplar, Robinia and 

Willow species). We are also 

interested in investment of two 

new photovoltaic power stations in 

Town Sopron & Köszeg (planned 

capacities: 2 x 500 kW).



62 Szenzortechnika Ltd. Energy sector

Szenzortechnika is a 100% private Hungarian capital-owned company active in 

designing, production and sale of high-quality electronic gas detecting system 

devices. The product range includes control panels, detectors (transmitters), 

signal devices (alarm panels), and power supplies. Our intention is ability to 

recognize and satisfy customers' needs contributes to the growth in standard 

of products' users, for quality our products we certified with DNV the 

company's ISO 9001:2000 quality control system. For customers needs we 

certified our SENS-EX gas detectors and got ATEX and IECEx approvals..

We would like to find distributors 

that will not only sell our products 

but will also provide servicing after 

putting the devices into operation. 

We seek a partner who knows the 

gas detectors market, the applied 

areas and country's specifications, 

the tendencies and the potentional 

of the market and who is capable 

of appreciating the possibilities of 

selling SENS-EX type gas detecting 

system and its prospective 

operating costs. Benefits Striated 

Discount Sales, technical and 

marketing support Modern , 

intelligent equipment Reliable and 

qualitative sensors According to 

standards, certified equipment: 

ATEX, ISO, CE Long duration of use, 

economic operation Fault an 

service signal for the sake of safety - 

opportunities for servicing   We 

look forward to hearing from you 

in case our letter aroused your 

interest in distribution our 

products in your country for details 

please write to 

istvangal@szenzortechnika.hu e-

63 MOL Plc Energy sector

As a member of MOL Group, company MOL Slovenija d.o.o. is present on 

Slovenian market since 1996 and it is active in wholesale and retail business. In 

retail business, MOL Slovenija operates 34 MOL service stations across 

Slovenia, where customers can carry out quickly and convenient purchases, 

refresh themselves with excellent coffee and a range of fresh products and 

also take care for their car with high quality fuels. wholesale and retail business

64 Thermo Ltd

Environment and 

renewable energy Alternativ energy

heating, cooling, solar and 

alternativ energy



65 Green Wind Energy Ltd.

Environment and 

renewable energy

Environmentally friedly forms of renewable energy,vertigo SRG intelligent 

vertical wind generator family,which is extremely efficient and economical, 

clean, silent, vibration, aesthetic oem distribution is carried  out in the kW.up 

to 5,1 kW-50,as well as hybrid /wind and solar / household and small-scale 

power plants as well. Both types of wind generators and small power vertical 

shaft design, low speed sized special generator,solar system and the intelligent 

control electronics allows it makes it possible to effektively obtain power from 

the wind speed and direktion changing.

Renewable energy wind,solar and 

heat pump cavitation utilization 

and spread.

66 Envihorizont LLC

Environment and 

renewable energy

The LLC since 1996 dealing with integrated engineering activity on field of 

climate-environment-health protection bioenergetics and biotechnologies.The 

main development is an complex factory in this topic with adaptability to 

Slovenian local conditions

Implementations of factories as 

reference establishments

67 Forexin ONE Ltd.

Environment and 

renewable energy

Our company offers professional advice for businesses and institutions on 

ecology, waste  management, biodegradable household and green waste 

energy recovery and in partial independence from fossil fuels for villages and 

towns. We try to provide comprehensive advice for our partners on 

sustainable development, we plan the  professional plans of the architectural 

projects with our architect and mechanical engineer partners   and we also 

provide a professional background for implementing these plans by technical 

inspectors.

processing of biodegradable waste, 

wastewater treatment for small 

municipalities, hotels also in hard 

to reach areas

68 Danube-Ethanol Zrt

Environment and 

renewable energy environmental project development, real estate development

environmental project 

development, real estate 

development

69 West Hungarian Ecoregion Cluster Ltd.

Environment and 

renewable energy

Stimulation of export-import in the Arabic states and stimulation of export-

import for bioenergy project concerns in Eastern Europe. Cooperation in bioenergy projects.

70 INWATECH Environmental Ltd.

Environment and 

renewable energy wastewater treatment, water purification, biogas

Waterworks, municipalities, 

livestock farms

71 Ventacid Hungary Ltd

Environment and 

renewable energy

Turn-key installations in corrosive gas and odour control:Physical-chemical 

treatment: Gas Scrubbers) - Installations by biological treatment: Biofilters - 

Installations based on adsorbtion : Activated carbon filters for air.

Different methods of industrial water treatment:- Ion exchangers - Reverse 

Osmosis installations - Activated carbon filters for water. Hundreds of 

international references.

Corrosive and Odorous Industrial 

Air Treatment;   Water Treatment



72 VIKUV, Water drilling Private  Share Limited Company 

Environment and 

renewable energy

Owned 100 % by its employees, the company makes sustained effort in 

proceeding with more than 100 years experience performing a wide range of 

 ac]vi]es related to:  -all engineering and design in connec]on with the 

company’s whole activity, - prospecting and exploration of fresh water and 

geothermal water resources, - drilling, completion an d testing of geothermal, 

household, industrial and irrigation water wells, - construction of well-shafts, 

well-head assemblies, pumping and piping systems,  - installation and 

operation of water supply and water treatment plants (de-ironing, de-gassing),  

- maintenance, rehabilitation, screen replacement of geothermal and fresh 

water wells, - systematic bottom hole measurements in the production wells,  - 

geophysical investigations, - expertise, inspection and verification of 

performing wells operation  - geodesic surveying of well locations, elaboration 

of final well reports and documentations, - drilling, completion and testing of 

piezometer and environmental monitoring wells,  - drilling and sampling of 

geotechnical boreholes,  - abandonment of boreholes and wells  The company 

has had a great contribution to the development of water supply for 

households, industrial, agricultural and therapeutically purposes in Hungary, 

Slovakia, Serbia , Mongolia, Kuwait, Libia, Ethiopia, and Romania.

we would like to co-operate in 

building of water supply 

systems,and  water researches

73 VERMIX

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology IMMEDIATE EFFECT ANTI-ACNE CURE FOR POSTULOUS,OILY,PIMPLY SKIN. export-trade

74 ENERGOPHARMA LTD.

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

Distribution of private label, herbal origin food supplement products.  Product 

development, utilizing the combination of ingredients in order to reach 

efficiency. GMP certified and 100% natural, pharmaceutical production quality, 

food supplement produced from controlled ingredients. High quality at a 

favourable price. Trade Intermediary (Distributor)

75 SOS Center Ltd.

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

The SOS Center Ltd. operates an advanced, modern system for fast and 

efficient assistance in crisis situations. The SOS Center’s Seniguard Personal 

Panic Button solution provides a one-button safety solution for elderly, 

disabled, sick or injured people, who live alone and at risk. This solution, with a 

21st-century technology device offers a full range of functionalities and 

  advantages to ensure safety including: •An easy-to-use SOS panic bueon •fall-

 detec]on •Two-way-voice, SMS and data communica]on with listen-in 

  func]ons •4-day baeery life with discharge warning •Over-the-air 

 programming and management interface for tracking •Smooth, aesthe]c 

design, excellent sound quality

Any kind of cooperation is 

interesting on this health-care, 

home care market. We are looking 

for partners for 1) operating our 

system with dispatchers; 2) make 

marketing/PR/communication 

activities; 3) sales channel fos 

selling the device



76 Lahost Limited Liablility Corporation; Hortobágyi Med Limited Liability Corporation

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

The Hortobágyi Med and Lahost Ltds are involved in the sales and 

development of telemedicine systems. With the help of these internet based 

software frameworks, the diagnostic and therapeutic work can be conducted 

remotely and specific medical functions can be outsourced from the 

hospitals.Through, the liberation of physical and mental capacities in hospitals, 

cost savings, and flexible employment of diagnostic professionals connected in 

the telemedicine system- can be realized. Our systems focus on imaging, 

pathologic and neuropathologic diagnostic work, as well as on online-

consultation solutions.

telemedicine (imaging, pathology, 

neuropathology, psychiatry)

77 National Association of Manufacturers and Distributors of Assistive Devices

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

National Association of Manufacturers and Distributors of Assistive Devices  

(NAMDAD ) was established in 1995. The NAMDAD is the biggest organisation 

of Manufacturers and Distributors of Assistive Devices in Hungary.

The main activities of the Association:

Cooperation with Ministries and Health Authorities, peer reviewing legislations 

before coming into force, following modifications of new legislation.

Supporting business development, representing NAMDAD members on 

meetings, sharing business related information, bringing partners and 

opportunities together (B2B)

Professional cooperation with Medical  Societies, working on related guidelines 

development and implementation. 

Supporting Hungarian Assistive 

Device Manufacturers to enter 

Slovenian market. Supporting 

Slovenian Medical Devices and 

Assistive Device  to enter 

Hungarian Market. Exploration of 

the potential  of bilateral Research 

and Development opportunities 

Getting into contact with Slovenia 

Organizations with the same 

profile, overwieving  activities, 

sharing experience, starting 

cooperation.

78 Ble-Sys Hewa Systems and Engineering Kft.

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

Our Company provides innovative solutions and services to most industries, 

particularly water and waste water, chemical, petrochemical, food and 

processing, pharmaceutical, oil and gas, steel industry and power generation. 

Most of the equipment produced by the Company is manufactured on the 

basis of individual designs resulting from continuous coordination with our 

clients. We offer market leader products and integrated solutions to our 

clients, the essential components of which include our engineering approach, 

direct relationships with manufacturers and suppliers, our professional 

customer service and the application of state-of-the-art technologies. 

Sales, Trading, Cooperation, 

Manufacturing



79 VMD Hospital Technology Plc.

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

VMD Hospital Technology Plc. is a leading hospital technology company based 

in Hungary.  As a  leader market integrator, VMD offers complex turn-key 

solutions in medical technology, integrated project planning, hospital  

constructions, implementations, operation and maintenance of medical gas 

systems, nurse-call systems, and bed head units; design, manufacturing and 

supply of hospital and home care furniture; supply of  medical devices ranging 

from surgical scalpels, medical disposables and consumables to high-end 

digital imaging equipment. Since 2010, the number of projects and partners of 

VMD has increased substantially. As part of our international strategy we are 

opening towards EU, CEE, GCC and ASEAN regions.

Medical technology, medical 

devices and disposables, turnkey 

projects

80 Hungarian Chamber of Professionals and Doctors of Plant Protection

Healthcare sector and 

biotechnology

The Chamber is the public body of the plant protection engineers and plant 

doctors. Participates in the preservation of food  and plant health safety. 

Integrated Pest Management and decrease the use of plant protection 

products is very important. The Chamber works on the creation of an 

integrated plant protection forecasting system, it is  essential in IPM. Activity 

of the Chamber based on the extention service of the qualified staff. The small 

and medium large farmers are the targeted level  of the plant production. The 

service financed by the Governement and the farmer's community. We could 

offer a well organised vertical and horizontal extention service system for 

agriculture.

Extention service system in  

agriculture. Preservation of food 

and plant health safety. Integrated 

pest management, plant protection 

forecasting system, education, 

trainings.

81 Toll Service Plc. ICT

Toll Service is the subsidiary of the 100% state owned NTPS, who operates the 

nationwide all electronic and free-flow tolling systems. The company was also 

responsible for the implementation project, including the legal and financial 

preparation strictly focusing on the dead-lines. The HU-GO tolling system is an 

innovative, cost effective and standout ITS solution and it is very flexible in 

terms of to service other needs, like road safety, traffic-, transportation-, 

violation management, vehicle control and crime prevention. The system 

implementation was 2,5 month, in cooperation of local companies and the 

return of the investment was covered in the first 2,5 month of the operation.

Toll Service PLC is willing to provide 

cooperation opportunities for state 

owned and private businesses as 

well in terms of the pre- and 

operational phase of a complex ITS 

project, what will deliver clear 

benefits to the local and regional 

toll chargers, road operators, 

municipalities, police, transports 

authority and road administration 

on toll collection, road safety, 

traffic and transportation 

management, violation 

management, vehicle control, 

crime prevention.



82 AQUIS INNOVO Ltd ICT

Design & production of Queue Management Systems, Ticket Vending machines 

and Information terminals.

Ljubljana, Maribor and other major 

cities public transportation and 

Slovenian railway - Ticket Vending 

machines & Information terminals. 

Banks, Postal Offices, Public utility 

companies, Hospitals - Queue 

Management Systems.

83 JRM Produkció Ltd. ICT

Telecommunication, security and tracking devices. CitySIM is made for use 

around the world with cheap roaming and international prices. One of the 

greatest advantage of the service is calls between CitySIM numbers are only 

€0,19/min worldwide. When people travel or make international calls (leasure 

or business), they can save up to 85% on their calls, text messages and internet 

usage. Safety and tracking devices can be personalized to any area such as 

factories, mines, sailing, public and private transportation, water management 

(taps or dams) etc, to manage it remotely and make it more effective and save 

money. (block the system, measure usage datas, report possible errors and 

avoid fatal error, etc )     

ICT, travel agencies, currency 

exchange, any companies who are 

interested to be a CitySIM (and 

device) reseller

84 TARANT HUNGARY Ltd ICT

TARANT Hungary is a multinational company with headquarters in Budapest 

and Bangalore. They are specialized in providing solutions in the Business 

Financial Services Industry. They believe that there is always way to exploring 

new opportunities of the banking systems by giving banks reliability, 

comprehensive knowledge and independence.  With Tarant financial 

institutions can achieve fast results, reliability and cohesion. Their 

comprehensive banking solutions include core banking (Flexcube) consulting, 

Front End development, Internet and mobile banking, Treasury systems, Call 

Center and Brokerage

The main field of the company is to 

provide novel service in informatics 

for financial institutions, first of all 

banks.

85 SEO Start Bt ICT

Monitors users’ behaviour on the website. Notifies sales if a user should be 

contacted based on his behaviour. Automatic notifications are also available to 

certain users if anything can be estimated based on their online behaviour (e.g. 

if the user always reads about children insomnia during nights, free sleeping 

diagnostics can be offered to him). The following questions can be answered 

by FindGore: ● Who are my most ac]ve users? ● What are the best conver]ng 

routes and behaviour patterns? ● Which users are ready for sales? ● Which 

users should receive automated sales and marketing mails? Basic features: ● 

URL tracking ● event scoring

user flow research, market niche 

reasearch, SEO, SEM , lead 

generation, marketing automation



86 Intechsys Ltd. ICT

Intechsys Ltd main activity is the development and deployment of state of the 

art 3D sensory technologies and advanced telematic solutions in passenger and 

people counting.

Our main cooperation targets are 

public transport companies and 

system integrators.

87 CloudAgents (Comforce) ICT

As the leading cloud contact center in Central Europe, CloudAgents (Comforce 

Zrt) provides a global solution for high-quality multilingual customer service in 

a pay-per-use model with more than 12,000 home-based agents around the 

globe. The company’s systems and patent pending processes enable it to 

employ and manage its workforce remotely including navite speaker home-

based agents. The model provides the ability for companies to support their 

customers globally in any language and provides the ability for people to work 

wherever they want. Since 2008, the company has handled over 20 million 

customer interactions and executed more than 400 projects for more than 150 

blue chip clients in 40 languages.

multilingual customer service, 

customer support, order taking, IT 

helpdesk, front office BPO

88 Optiwella Kft ICT

Optiwella is a leading supplier of premium quality refurbished 

telecommunications equipment with focus on cable TV operators. It offers 

docsis cable modems, DSL modems, wifi routers, set top boxes and headend 

equipment, such as CMTS, core routers, amplifiers and fiber-optical platforms. 

Optiwella is also actively buying back excess / used CPE and helps operators 

monetize their obsolete equipment.

Optiwella is looking to partner with 

telecommunications service 

providers, network operators, 

cable TV operators, hospitality 

solution providers that are looking 

for ways to reduce CPE-related 

CapEx, and resellers of telecom 

equipment who would like 

introduce premium quality 

refurbished equipment in their 

offering.

89  Hungarian Geodetic and Mapping Company Ltd.ICT

Geodézia International is one of the largest surveying companies in Europe. 

Established in 1951, our services range from traditional surveying to creating 

state-of-the-art 3-D point cloud extractions that provide spatial mappings of 

any environment. The key to our success is valuing the decades of know-how 

of our employees and constantly investing in cutting edge technology. Our 

clients range from the Hungarian Government, for whom we completed a 

complete survey of all the water utilities in the country under the Environment 

and Energy Operation Program, to the EU, participating in their Land 

Use/Cover Area frame Statistical Survey. Geodézia International is also the 

strategic partner of the Hungarian Military, providing surveying, mapping and 

GIS services, and is a listed and approved supplier of NATO. 

Geodesy Surveying Cadaster, 

Easement Mapping; Geographic 

Information Systems – GIS; Public 

Utility Locating, Mapping & 

Inventory; Planning Maps, As-Built 

Maps; Inventory & Facility 

Management Mapping; Noise 

Mapping; Thematic Mapping, 

Specialized maps & GIS Databases; 

3D Mapping and Modelling etc.



90 Simplexion Ltd. ICT

Simplexion is a software development and consulting company dedicated to 

process automation and transaction processing. Most of our solutions are 

implemented in financial institutes back offices. Therefore we have a broad 

knowledge on payment clearing and settlement processes and regarding 

message standards (SWIFT FIN, SEPA, ISO20022, ISO15022 and ISO8583). In 

development we are using Java and elaborating database and operation 

system independent product. All of our development activity is collected to 

one solution, called Payment Message Hub that is used as a platform and a 

middleware component also. As an extension of our knowledge on 

international payment Simplexion has developed an AML/CFT solution, called 

WebAML (www.webaml.com).

Find partners to work togedher 

based on our solutions

91 Montana Knowledge Management Ltd. ICT

Montana is specialized on semantic search  for OSINT web mining as well as for 

enterprise search solutions. Main customers are in the field of government, 

health, law and competitive intelligence.

Joint web mining search solutions 

for customers in the fields of 

government, law and health.

92 R&D Ultrafast Lasers Research and Development Ltd.Innovation Management

Manufacturer of ultrafast, pulsed laser systems for nonlinear 3D microscopy 

such as femtosecond pulse Ti:sapphire or Yb-fiber lasers. In vivo 3D 

microscopic imaging for applications in dermatology, cosmetology and 

pharmacology. Construction of complete laser and microscopy laboratories. 

Custom design and manufacturing of laser optical coatings. Optical fiber 

technology.

Optical fiber technology. 

Application of nonlinear 3D 

microscopy in dermatology, 

cosmetology or pharmacology.

93 The Connect East Incubator Innovation Management

The Connect East Incubator’s mission is to provide continuous support to 

Hungarian and European technology businesses, which would otherwise 

struggle to establish momentum and successfully implement their innovative 

ideas due to financial, legal and industry specific challenges. We handle the 

process of becoming an entrepreneur with complexity, create success stories 

in SME and startup community. The Connect East Incubator aims to put 

Budapest on the map of innovation by present the most talented participants 

and projects in international conferences, competitions and events.   We 

provide a succesful talent seeking programme, that help the projects from the 

first steps to entering to the international innovative ecosystem.

Innovation, Startup Acceleration, 

Education.



94 EPS-Global Company Limited by shares Innovation Management

The EPS Group, as such, has been developing and operating parking systems in 

private ownership since the year 1995. We built and operated the majority of 

the on-street parking system of Budapest, more than forty four thousand 

parking spaces. We gave the cell phone payment for parking to the world as 

our innovation in 2004. The EPS Group is: Designing of transport systems: EPS 

is involved in various traffic solutions around the world and sharing know-how,  

Providing technologies: EPS is developing technologies, both hardware (smart 

city terminal, parking occupancy sensor system, etc.) and software (full ERP 

system for parking management), based on its past experiences, Professional 

operation: EPS has significant experience in operation and implementation of 

parking system in various business models and using different processes and 

technologies. All technology development is also based on the decades of 

experience of parking operation. EPS is also dedicated towards environmental 

protection and its system highly supports the reduction of pollution in the 

cities.

We are looking for Slovenian 

partners for distributing our 

technology and/or partners whom 

would implement parking projects 

with our technology, know-how 

and eventually in our financing. 

95 Nanobase Ltd. Innovation Management

It is a well-known fact that the bacteria can stay alive for weeks even on a 

sterile surface. So the sterile environment itself is not enough to kill the 

multidrug-resistantpathogens. It’s not a simple cleaning, but a throughout 

disinfection regime that includes both visible and also microbiological 

cleanliness as well. In contrast a surface treated by Nanobase hygiene coating 

eliminates the problem of multidrug-resistant bacteria particularly effectively 

and reliably. This is how the Nanobase coating rids the surface from bacteria 

The functioning of the coating is based on the method of photocatalysis, it 

generates antimicrobial surface. Under the effect of natural or artificiallight, 

the viruses, bacteria and other pathogens decompose when they come into 

contact with surfaces treated by nanotechnology agent. Hygiene coating 

NB2206 is perfect for the prevention of the colonization of every kind of 

pathogen, it has also an antibacterial effect. Its antimicrobial effect is activated 

also on the surface of medical tools, clothes and equipment. Our hygiene 

coating can be used on such areas where there is almost no light or there is no 

light at all. So the coating is not only capable of active protection against 

bacteria and viruses, but also for the industrial production of antimicrobial 

masks, clothes and filters.  nanotechnológiás felületvédelem

96 Tanoda D&K ltd. Light industry we produce children shoes size 16-34 we woud like meet a ditributor 



97 FBZ Hungária Ltd. Light industry

 The FBZ Hungaria Ltd. is a feather ( goose and duck ) producer and exporter 

company. Our products are  the ready to fill  quality  goose and duck down and 

feather. Our main markets  are :  Japan , China , Taiwan , USA , Germany , 

Denmark, Italy. The exported down and feather products are used in the 

garment industry / for  down jackets /  and in the bedding industry /  for down 

quilts and pillows /. We export down quilts as well , mainly  to  Europe , USA  

and Japan. We have the one of the best available  filling material  with high 

reputation worldwide. ( high filling power and thermal insulation ) Our group is 

closely  working together with one of the oldest Eastern European  down 

comforter producer company, which has 40 years experience in high quality 

down filled products , and  has its own  sewing facilities.  The Green Divizio Ltd. 

company which belongs to our company group  is a  goose and duck producer , 

one of the biggest in this field in Hungary. Main export items are : goose and 

duck liver , goose and duck meat.

We are searching partners in India 

in the following fields : import of 

goose and duck down , ready made 

high quality down quilts  and 

pillows import of : goose and duck 

liver and meat ,

98 LA-IMPEX Co. Light industry

Our company was established in 1994. We are a regular exporter of leather 

and fur-skins to the EU and non EU countries. We have expanded our products 

line to include mainly fur indigenous to Hungary or fur that are being breed in 

Hungary (chinchilla, mink, nutria, hamster, fox etc.). Our leathers (cow, calf, 

lamb, pig) are mainly domestic or European products, which are popular 

among the shoe-, bag-, belt-, and garment producers. We are specialist in 

orthopaedic leathers also. From 2008 we started to produce our own products 

under the brand of: J. Lamoga collection, includes only exclusive products from 

high quality fur-, and leather combinations: bags, coats, holders, accessories.

LA-IMPEX Co. is one of the 

specialist in orthopedic leather in 

Europe, offering orthopedic 

leathers (nappa, calf, nubuck). Only 

the top grades of leather are 

selected for orthopedic use. Also 

we are one of the main traders of 

fur-skins and offering: mink-, fox-, 

chinchilla-, nutria-, fur-skins. 

Quality, professionalism and good 

working practices remain at the 

forefront of our attentions, this has 

led to our success so far. Our 

strong policy will continue for both 

our loyal, existing customers and 

new clients alike and this will 

enable us to continue to be 

recognized, as an authentic 

company. If you need the best 

quality, the best value for your 

money and you insist on best 

service, let’s work together.                   



99 Karsai Holding Plc. Light industry

Karsai Plastics Holding Plc. has 7 subsidiaries. With almost 750 employees and 

more than 300 injection moulding and different kind of plastic machines. The 

Karsai Group has two subdivisons: automotive and packaging. Main activities 

of the Karsai Group: - injection moulding (6-4000 tons clamping-force 

machines), - themosetting production (with SMC and BMC technologies, 

bakelite processing), - Rapid Temperature Cycling TM by Steam Assisted 

Moulding (high gloss technology), - 2K moulding (up to 500t), - gas-supported 

technology, - blow moulding (for automotive parts, max. 60 liters), - profile and 

sheet extrusion, - vacuum-and thermoforming technology.

Motorcycle dealers. We would like 

to built up represented the water 

heated clothes for a watercooled 

motorcycle.

100 Mezobutor Ltd Light industry

The legal predecessor of our company- Mezőkövesd Joiner Association- was 

established by the settlements’s joiner masters in 1951.  As far as the content 

of our product structure is concerned, the production of office- , hotel-, library- 

financial institution- and non-series interior design appointments is 

determinative. We produce serial and non-serial items as well. The company’s 

more than half-century-old past and the continuous reformation is the 

guarantee that in our produced furniture the 60-year-old professional 

experience is mixed with our ages’ most modern achievements and life 

phylosophy. Our control principle: traditionally innovative. furniture trade and producing

101 Hajdúsági-Flott Shoe Industry L.L.C. Light industry

General Datas Our company set up in 1998. with a transformation. The 

company`s legal predecessor was formed in 1950. The company has two 

premises (in Hajduboszormeny, and is Balmazujvaros), and it employe 110 

people. The premises` basic area is 6.000m2, and 2.000 m2 is built up of this. 

Property relations The company has got one main owner : Dr. Török László 

Main function - 1930. Footwear manufacturing - 1920. Bags` straps 

manufacturing - 5142. Clothes-, footwears wholesale trade - 5243. Footwear-, 

leather products retail trade Managers` introduction Dr. László Török 

managing director He is financial economist, College teacher and a chartered 

accountant. László Csorba, engineer Besides the managing director the 

company is under other 4 persons` control.

manufacture of shoe uppers for 

hire to the customer and the 

customer's materials technology 

described in



102 Stilbútor Philipovszky Light industry

Philipovszky Bespoke Furniture manufactures furniture in all styles including 

Baroque, Rococo, Biedermeier, Colonial, Renaissance, Art Deco and more, 

catering for the specific needs and unique tastes of our clientele. We employ a 

highly qualified and experienced team of master carpenters, sculptors, 

marquetarians, lathe operators, upholsterers and gilders. We use the same 

traditional furniture-making techniques that have been used for the past 500 

years, preserving these rare and disappearing skills and professions. All of our 

pieces are hand-made, using walnut, cherry, maple, mahogany, oak, pine, and 

other woods and materials traditionally used in furniture production. We 

furnish bedrooms, living-rooms, dining-rooms, libraries, home office spaces 

and more. Furniture

103 Pápai Woodworker Corporation Light industry

Custom furniture production, shipping and construction of chairs for 

classroom, theatre, concert hall and sport stadium.

Egyedi bútorgyártás, szállodák, 

oktatótermek színházak, 

koncerttermek és 

sportlétesítmények székezése

104 Granuflex Industrial and Commercial Ltd. Light industry

The GRANUFLEX® Group was founded in 1982. The company has more, than 25 

years experience on market of recycled rubber products, we possess one of the 

most significant production capacity in Europe. Our Granuflex Group operates 

4 factories, has EN ISO 9001 certification. Our rubber products are made of the 

mixture of rubber granules and polyurethane binder by press technology, for 

which the granules are from our own waste tire recycling plants. The 

manufacturing of GRANUFLEX®  safety rubber tiles is our main activity. Our 

newest product line is the GRANUFLEX-RAIL®  products. Our main 

development are the flexible rubber elements for noise, vibration and shock 

isolation in tram and rail construction. We sell our GRANUFLEX rubber 

products everywhere in Europe and in many other countries of the world. 

We are looking for Slovenian 

partners on the field of our 

GRANUFLEX-RAIL® products for 

tram and rail construction and for 

new partners in connection of our  

GRANUFLEX ® safety rubber tiles 

and playground equipment.

105 Nyír-Pellet Ltd. Light industry

Our company is producing wood pellet with premium quality. We are using 

100% pine & spruce sawdust without any bark or contamination. Our pellet is 

ENPlus A1 certified. 

We are looking for traders and 

producers for long term 

cooperation.

106 IntegRail PLC Logistics

Integrail is a rail company. The core business is to transport ocean containers 

between the sea port and some main cities. The rail transportation.

107 Huniper Sprayer Ltd. Machinery industry

Our company trailed and self-propelled sprayers, trailed artificial fertilizer 

sprayers, orchard sprayers, sprayer adapters, forestry injectors against grubs.

We are looking for partner 

companies who can deal with the 

sales and after sales of our 

machines in Slovenia.



108 Robix-Mikro Ltd Machinery industry

Robix Hungary Ltd. is a Hungarian-owned enterprise, which produces engine-

driven garden machines, working tools and other agricultural machines for the 

European markets.  Main products: -         engine-driven tillers with 3-5 kW 

performance, with working tools, -         engine-driven scythes with 3-6 kW 

performance, -         garden tractors with 8 kW performance, with a wide range 

of working tools.  Other products: -         fruit processing machines in the hobby 

category, -         grain crushing and milling machines, -         malt crushing 

brewing equipment.  Our production technology – upon request - makes it 

possible to produce unique products.  Assembled engine types: Briggs & 

Stratton, Honda, SUMEC.  Main export markets: Germany, Spain, Greece, 

Poland, Russia, USA, Romania, Italy, Croatia, England and France.       Contact: 

8200 Veszprém, Viola Str. 12 Hungary Tel.: (00 36) 30 9593920 Fax: (00 36) 88 

/423-834 E-mail.: robix@robix.hu Website: www.robix.hu agriculture and machine industry

109 Patento Termékfejlesztő Kft. Machinery industry

Manufacturing of grain dryers and machines in milling industry which designs 

are based on our own Hungarian research. Construction of grain drying, 

cleaning works and mini-mills. Services of architectural and mechanical 

engineering in this topic.

Trade and building of grain dryers, 

and mini-mills. High level of 

architectural and mechanical 

engineering design and consulting. 

110 Lufthansa Technik Budapest Ltd. Machinery industry

LUFTHANSA TECHNIK BUDAPEST LTD BASED AT FERENC LISZT INTERNATIONA 

AIRPORT - PROVIDES AIRCRAFT BASE AND LINE MAINTENANCE SERVICES IN 7 

HANGAR BAYS -EMPLOYS 350 HIGHLY SKILLED PEOPLE.

TALK TO ADRIA TECHNIK MRO -

AIRCRFAT MAINTENANCE REPAIR 

AND OVERHOUL CO.

111 PHÖNIX CONTROL Ltd Machinery industry

The Phönix Control Ltd was founded in 1981 as a private venture. From the 

beginning it manufactures level gauges,transmitters,swichhes,and safety 

eqipments for the oil , chemical ,energy and nuclear industry. we are looking for trading partners

112 Kasi Infrared Europe Ltd. Machinery industry

Kasi Infrared Europe is the market leader company in the world for asphalt 

infrared maintenance machines. We manufacture from small walk- behind 

infrared heaters to self contained, truck and trailer mounted infrared  units, 

and asphalt reclaimers, hot-boxes. With Kasi infrared technology, asphalt 

repair is the most cost- effective, long lasting result, and environment friendly 

technology. Kasi is truly built to perform, built to last!

We are looking for potential 

distributors and future partners for 

our products and services.

113 Manuli Stretch Hungary Ltd. Machinery industry

Cost saving and capacity increasing in packaging, by high quality machines and 

materials. With our technologies production companies can save packagin 

costs up to 20%.

Looking for production companies 

who plans to save cost on transport-

packaging, and increase efficency 

in packaging



114 MVV-ISG Industrial Valve and Machine Manufacturing Ltd.Machinery industry

MVV-ISG is a Hungarian  manufactoring  company, producing industrial valves, 

first of all ball valves, butterfly valves and return valves. Technically the 

company has almost 50 years experience in production of valves. Earlier was 

state owned, after the political change was privatisated.  The company is ISO 

and PED certified . Number of emploies is 50. Big benefit is the bright range of  

produced variations. The company is totally costumer oriented, the costumer  

can determine many parameters   of products. 60% of production is exported 

to Western-Europe ( Austria and Germany) but  there are connections to 

 Rumania and Slowak Republic also. The products are used by -construc]on 

   and pipe line fieer companies -district hea]ng -water caterer -gas caterer

Looking for dealer with good 

 rela]ons in -construc]on and pipe 

 line fieer companies -district 

  hea]ng -water caterer -gas 

caterer

115 Goldi-Modi Machinery industry

Our company was founded in 1990. The GOLDI-MÓDI Kft. is a family company, 

its owners are the same every since its foundation. In our industrial premises 

we have been dealing with metal processing since 1975, and producing parts 

for track-mounted vehicles since 1982. 

overhauling and repair of electrical 

and mechanical parts of track 

mounted vehicles, railway 

carriages, trams, suburban railways 

and metro coaches.  Main activities 

of the company are manufacture, 

repair and overhauling of 

contactors, production of isolating 

equipment, production and repair 

of micro-switches, manufacture of 

copper contactor soldered with 

industrial silver,meta joint 

investment our company site for 

public 

transport,trams,railways,buses,trol

eys 



116 Büttner and Co. Machinery industry

We are a Hungarian steel tool plate manufacturer company with 20 years of 

history, specialized in CNC milling/grinding/cutting and turning of non-standard 

tool plates according to customer drawings – let those be Aluminium Injection 

Molds, Plastics Injection Molds or Die Stamping Tool Parts.We can treat the 

plates up till 25 tons of workpiece weight, from small sizes to even the size of 

3000x2500x1000, in the accuracy of 0.005-0.010 micron.     Currently we have 

cca. 250 employees, more than 60 CNC machines (3- & 5 axis) while our 

turnover is growing year by year, currently exceeding 16M EUR. We have 

become the Hungarian market leaders regarding the above activities during 

the past years.

Currently most of our customers ar 

TOOL MAKERS for the Automotive-, 

Packaging-, Household Appliance-, 

Medical Appliance- and Energetics 

Industry. These are the fields in 

which we can cooperate, by 

producing any steel or aluminium 

tool components for our partners.

117 Controlsoft Ltd. Machinery industry

General electrical contracting company, we offer full-scale solutions, turnkey 

systems. Our services include the Low, Medium and High voltage works, Low 

Current Systems, Process Control solutions and Software Development. We 

offer full range of services: design, manufacturing, installation, comissioning, 

maintenance. Our main area is Water Industry: water treatment and 

clarification, and waste water treatment. Besides it, we are active in the field 

of construction, operation and maintenance of public lighting networks, road 

lighting and floodlighting networks, electrical installation of of public 

institutions churches, office buildings, hotels, historical buildings, industrial 

electrical installations, building automation, fire alarm systems, access control 

systems. We offer full  range solutions for industrial process control, process 

instrumentation, and process control systems.

general electrical contracting, 

subcontracting, software 

development

118 NEMO PACK Ltd. Machinery industry Industrial packaging consumables and machinery Found new customers

119 Kárászy Ltd. Machinery industry

Kárászy Ltd. is a family owned automotive company in Hungary. It was founded 

in 1872. In the beginning, they produced horse-drawn carriage and leaf springs. 

Later they started to repair shock absorbers for passenger cars what they are 

still doing. Karaszy Ltd. is the official Hungarian distributor of Koni shock 

absorbers, with brand service of central-europe since 1990 . Karaszy Ltd is 

producing self-designed shock absorbers for railway by premium quality since 

2000. Karaszy has own designed shock absorber family type for bus and trucks 

since 2010.   Our range if activities:  shock absorber repairing (passenger cars, 

buses and trucks, railway vehicles), shock absorber producing (buses and 

trucks, railway vehicles), distribution of Koni shock absorbers, authorized 

service center of Koni shock absorbers in central-europe, cylinder repairing 

(almost any kind of cylinder). Railway, public transport.



120 Borsodi Workshop Ltd. Machinery industry

Our company carries its two most important values in its name. One of them is 

the family name „Borsodi”, the trademark of our activities for two generations, 

which also reveals what we are especially proud of: we are a family business. 

The other one is the word „Muhely” (“Works”), which embodies our work 

philosophy: „precisely, properly and honestly”. These three characteristics 

define us to our employees as well as our partners. This philosophy has 

brought us where we are now. Over the last few decades, we have managed to 

develop into a medium-sized metallurgical firm that is proud of its past and is 

willing to work for its future, while serving its customers in the foodstuff, 

electronics, automotive and health industries at the highest possible quality in 

its present.In our three plants we offer the best quality in:Machining of 

individual and small-serie precision machine parts / spare parts .   Measuring 

equipment/devices design and  manufacture Repair and renewal of Power 

Spindles,Chucks and Machine units. Heat-Treatment . Quality Control and 

Material Testing Designing and manufacturing of purpose-built machines, 

production/assembly and testing lines. Measuring and Calibration

Automotive, Electronics, 

Aerospace, Healthcare, Oil and gas, 

121 BestOF Ltd. Co. Machinery industry

Workholding Systems - Vacuum and Magnetic clamping - SMeD systems for 

IMMs - Quick Mold Change systems - Magnetic Separation Systems - LED 

lighting systems for industrial applications and for cranes

Vacuum clamping systems for 

workholding, SMeD systems for 

IMMs, Industrial LED lighting for 

cranes

122 Tactical Center Ltd.

Security and military 

industry

Tactical Center Kft. is a Law Enforcement and Military distributor. We 

represent FN Herstal, Accuracy International, and some other great 

manufacturers in Hungary. But also, we manufacture parts for firearms, and 

have the capability to manage explosives and ammunition. We can provide 

maintenance for cardiovascular imaging systems.

Manufacturing, ammunition, 

maintenance of cardiovascular 

imaging systems

123 Vedelem Holding

Security and military 

industry

Vedelem Holding has been providing complex services for both private 

individuals and business organizations. Our company specialized for security 

services and provide it more than 25 years. Védelem Holding Integrated Facility 

Management provider was established in 1990. Our operations cover the 

whole area of the country. We have expanded our services into Europe – and 

we have a subsidiary branch operating in Slovakia.

Security services, facility 

management



124 Schmidt-Bender Hungaria Optics Ltd.

Security and military 

industry

SCHMIDT + BENDER HUNGARIA is a worldwide supplier of the optics and 

electronics industry. Our company has a unique history over a 130 years, being 

under the management of SCHMIDT + BENDER GERMANY since 1992. The 

company manufactures rifle scopes for hunting, police and military. Schmidt + 

Bender provides spherical optics (lenses, achromatic lenses, cemented 

systems, mirrors) with the highest accuracy for applications in laser-, 

reproductive-, measurement technology, research and other applications. Our 

product line includes a variety of dielectric and metallic coatings for the 

wavelength range of 190 nm to 3000 nm. Schmidt & Bender is the leading 

European manufacturer of hemispheres. Materials used are optical glass and 

quartz glass. Based on our long experience Schmidt & Bender has the best 

competence and know-how for the inexpensive production of hemispheres. 

Short delivery times are possible by the overlapping tools and the quick access 

of different types of glass. Worldwide references. Fiber Optics: Our products 

are available in different apertures: NA=0,57 and NA=0,64. The materials used 

are acid- and alcali resistant, and can be used safely up to 350°C, therefore 

autoclavable. Rigid fiber optical rods and Flexible bundles. Rifle scope use police / military

125 PRS Plusz Ltd.

Security and military 

industry

The PRS Plusz Ltd. is a producer company, manufacturing best quality security 

doors - which are achieving the highest security requirements. The company 

located nearby Budapest, operating on two factory plants. Our security doors 

are available either in small and large quantities, for retailer partners and also 

for end users. If You may inrested in our activity, please don't hesitate to 

contact us!

Our company is mostly intrested in 

new retailer partners from 

architectural-, builder- and 

constructor industries, also in door 

/ window shops.

126 Kindergarten Football Public Benefit FoundationSport

The Foundation’s primary purpose is to have the ability to support by its 

operation the exercise culture of kindergarten age children, the development 

of their skills, involvement in sports, the raising of a new generation of 

athletes. The Foundation, in the interest of achieving its primary objectives, 

wishes to financially support and popularize, promote a pedagogical training 

course and programs that include provision of incentives and financial support 

for the organization of events, competitions, by which education, sports 

activities and the raising of a new generation of athletes can be realized in a 

professional, controlled framework. An indispensable precondition of the 

Program is the construction of multi-functional sports fields which will provide 

a suitable environment for professional education. Building sport surfaces, education



127 KyoNewaza Federation Sport

KyoNewaza Kyokushin Submission Techniques  Way to victory, via submission 

techniques   Kyonewaza is a kind of martial arts and combat sports arising in 

Hungary and its introduction was preceded by 15 years of development work.  

Kyonewaza is a sort of martial arts definitely based on submission techniques. 

Its specialty is coming from the fact that the own techniques are alloyed with 

the most effective elements of different types of submission techniques. It is 

such a complex system that has been developed gives a good opportunity by 

using the most effective modalities for ending the fight.  It shows direction to 

submission techniques through dominant positions.  The base of conception is 

how to defeat a “standing” fighter who is more trained, or perhaps taller and 

stronger. The key in our submission techniques is to get into the dominant 

position. The outcome of the fight on the ground will be then sealed by 

combining the necessary technical skills with muscle strength.  A broader 

technical repertoire is available for the one who is in the dominant position so 

he can initiate an attack very easily from this position. The technical range is 

very wide and combinative. We not only can develop our technical skills but 

we can also develop logic and strategic skills. After the acquisition of the 

dominant position we can carry on fighting in several ways, we will have the 

opportunity to do chokes, tension of the joints, body presses and we can also 

disrupt the circulatory system. By this way we can achieve that our opponent 

will be unable to keep on fighting. (In a competition he canindicate it by 

knocking, which means the end of fight.)  Meanwhile submission elements that 

otherwise used to be an integral part of Kyokushin Karate have faded out. One 

of the main aims of the foundation of Kyonewaza is to make this knowledge 

available and tore-infiltrate into the system of Kyokushin Karate, making that 

more effective. Since it is a total submission system, there is a possibility for 

teaching it as an unattached kind of martial arts. Masters qualified in 

Kyonewaza not only can make their own trainings based on their basic style Sport, Martial arts



128 V4ROLL SPORTS MANUFACTURING LTD. Sport

V4Roll Ltd. is a Hungarian private enterprise developing, manufacturing and 

trading innovative new sports articles under the brand name ViiRoll®. Our main 

product lines are roller skates, skateboards and numerous other innovations. 

The patented ViiRoll® ROLLER SKATES feature a unique V-shaped wheel 

suspension that provides much better stability and skating comfort than 

normal in-line skates - yet they run faster with less effort and are very easy to 

guide. They come with specialized sets of user-changeable wheels for different 

surfaces (asphalt, rough ground and ice). The ViiRoll® SKATEBOARDS have 

flexible rubber wheel supports to absorb the vibration and impacts during use, 

easing the stress off the rider’s joints. The top quality specialized raw materials 

provide extra durability and impact-resistance for the product. Further 

information: www.viiroll.eu. Contact: karolycsepi@gmail.com. Tel.: + 36 30 

206 1272

We seek trading 

partners/distributors in Slovenia 

and on the Balkans for the sales of 

our innovative rollerskates and 

skateboards.  We also seek 

investors/partners for a mineral 

water bottling plant development 

project in Hungary, based on a rich 

spring of EU-certified top quality 

mineral water.

129 MAISON MARQUISE Textile industry Premium brand woman fashion garments, accessories Multibrand stores

130 EdiSign Ltd Textile industry

LACCA attire combines classic elegance with latest fahion trends. The 

collections of the designer, Edit Apati represent a gentle feminine attitude 

while supporting the ease of everyday wear. LACCA clothes highlight the 

excuisite feminine character with perfect elegant design. The outfits transmit 

classic elegance and a vibrant lifestyle. "Fashion design, architecture and 

enterior design always attracted me. My main ambition was always to create 

something unique, something original. Besides, my drive is to create unity and 

harmony from existing materials. When designing my collections, I always seek 

harmony. The dresses come alive on my sketches with simplicity and wit. I 

design for women who seek gentle feminine and powerful prestigous 

appearance. Who seek perfection in every domain of their lives. Who consider 

perfection as default. For women who love eternal classics that bear the latest 

trends." Edit Apati

értékesítésben keresünk 

kereskedelmi partnert

131 MAISON MARQUISE Textile industry Premium brand woman fashion garments, accessories Multibrand stores



132 Ambiance Travel Boutique DMC Tourism

Ambiance Boutique DMC offers bespoke land arrangements and provides 

outsourcing services to the travel and service industry. We give you the „See-

Feel-Breathe” experience by offering stylish hotels, chick restaurants and 

creative program ideas to meet the needs of demanding FIT clients and the 

MICE segment. Experience Hungary off the beaten track! Discover the hidden 

treasures with us! Be the beneficiary of the outsourced services we provide: 

representation, sales, marketing, business development, booking and 

customer service based on the 13 years of experience acting as a GSA for world 

class travel industry players in 14 countries in CEE, including the representation 

of Adria Airways in Poland.

Business development, commercial 

representation in Hungary in the 

service industry, provision of 

outsourced services, alternatively 

acting as an incoming travel agent, 

meeting, event or conference 

organizer (DMC) in the tourism 

industry.

133 TWINS Travel Service Ltd. Tourism

TWINS Travel Service Ltd. is a tour operator & DMC in Budapest.  It was 

founded in 2004 and now we have more 30 years experience and business 

connections in tourism. We organize tours and programs for groups and 

individuals.  Our main profile:  Planning & Programming – Conferences – Team 

Building •Hotel room reservation  •Bus-, Car-, Limousine-, Helicoptertransfer 

•Experienced licenced guides •City breaks in Budapest and in several European 

cities •Roundtrips  •Excursions, Events, Meetngs, incentive and special tours, 

•Trainings, educational tours.   WHY TWINS Travel? 1./ 30 years experience 

and partnership in Hungary and abroad, 2./ In Novembember we received 

twice the AA qualification from the international Bisnode Co. 3./ Quality and 

guaranty, 4./ Talilor made programs, 5./ Reliable service and competent 

organizing,  6./ We can solve every time also the unforeseen cases,  7./ All of 

our partners and clients are VIP for us,  8./ 24 hours assistance,  9./ 

Professional guides and interpreters in 20 languages and more.

Mint beutaztató utazási iroda 

keresünk kapcsolatot olyan utazási 

irodákkal, melyek Magyarországra 

küldenek turistákat.

134 Tour East Tour Ltd Tourism

Tour East Tour Budapest -since 1992- is one of Hungary’s leading Incoming 

Tour Operators and Destination Management companies, handling group, 

individual, incentive, and corporate meeting programs for a wide range of 

travel trade clients around the world.

szabadidős és motivációs utazások 

szervezése

135 Rába Quelle Kft. Tourism bath Operation, projekt management turizmus, fürdőüzemeltetés

136 Interconcert Hungary Inc. Tourism promote hungarian opera in Slovenia

i am looking for cultural 

representatives or ambassodars or 

direktor of opera

137 Hbernia Publishing House Ltd. Tourism

Hibernia Publishing House Ltd. Guides from 16 countries, 5 guidebooks from 

Slovenia. Könyv-és térképek kézítése, kiadása


